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This quickstart will guide you through the steps in creating your first immersive learning
playbook. The order we present here is how we at Nerd/Noir approach building our own
playbooks.

1. PLAYBOOK NAME & LEARNING OBJECTIVE

When you build a playbook, start with your learning objective. What skill, tool, or practice will
teams gain proficiency within their dojo challenge? What problemsmight they solve? What
new capabilities will the team acquire from running the plays in your playbook?

Your learning objective & playbook name appear in the red circles on the Immersive Learning Playbook Canvas.
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Suggestions

● Use language inclusive to the learner when creating objectives. Howwould they
express what they want to learn? Sometimes there are multiple ways of describing the
same objective. Note those variations.

● Your playbookʼs name is o�en the name of the learning objective itself. Wemay create
a playbook that helps product owners facilitate collaborative discovery within their
teams. In this example, the learning objective and the playbookmight be called
“Collaborative Discovery.”

● Is your learning objective right-sized an immersive learning challenge? Does it take
days, weeks, or months?

2. PURPOSES & SUCCESS MEASURES

Once youʼve set your learning objective(s), push le� on purpose. Purpose tells us why we
might want to learn the subject of your playbook. It helps answer the question – what value
will this learning unlock? Once you have that, push right on success measures that provide
evidence that our learning is taking hold and yielding value to the team and its organization.

Purpose & success measures appear in the red circles on the Playbook Canvas.
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Suggestions for Purposes

● Why is learning this skill, capability, practice, tool, etc. a good idea? What value does it
provide? What value is realized when you achieve the objective?

● One exercise you can use to get to purpose is “5 Whys.” Ask yourself: why this learning
objective is a good idea? Now repeat - why is that good idea a good idea? Repeat until
you get to a root cause of value.

● An example thought process: why is learning TDD (learning objective) valuable? It
makes your code easier to change. Why is code thatʼs easy to change valuable? It
makes onboarding new teammates easier and changing code in sync with new
learnings. There are two purposes worth mentioning in your “learning TDD” playbook!

Suggestions for Success Measures

● Success measures provide evidence a team is becoming fluent with a learning topic
(indicators), that our actions align with the new learning (behaviors), and that we are
achieving real benefits from having learned a new thing (outcomes). Try to list at least
two of each.

● Try to find measurable indicators and outcomes, either qualitatively or quantitatively.
For example, if our playbook is around product discovery, wemay specify that we
validate our ideas with 3-5 customers.

● When it comes to behavior, donʼt forget to include yourself. What behaviors will you
demonstrate as a playing coach with fluency in this learning objective?

● Outcomes are o�enmeasurable with “polar measurements” that describe a state or
condition. Surveys employing a Likert scale (strongly agree to strongly disagree) are a
great way to measure these outcomes. Sometimes the audience you want to measure
will vary – users, customers, the team itself, certain roles on the team, and
stakeholders are all valid options.
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3. PRECONDITIONS & RELATED PLAYBOOKS

Preconditions help us understand what conditions must be met before a team can use a
playbook. What must they be ready for? What tools and resources must they have at the
ready? Related playbooks link your playbook to the ecosystem of playbooks and related
practices.

Preconditions & related playbooks appear in the red-circled locations on the Playbook Canvas.

Tips & Tricks

Preconditions...

● What conditions must be met for your playbook to succeed?
● Which tools and environments must be available?
● Is a certain level of knowledge or capability required to run this playbook (beginner,

intermediate, advanced)?
● What questions might you ask during intake (consultation and framing) to ascertain

whether or not the playbook is relevant to a particular group?

Related playbooks...

● Playbooks work best when they have a clearly definedmission and boundary.
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● Use the related playbooks section to reference other potential playbooks that may
complement your playbook.

● List playbooks that might be invoked before, a�er, or in parallel with your playbook.
● Are there alternative playbooks & learning objectives the teammay choose? List those

here.
● Practices that pair well together may be listed here as well.

4. SEQUENCING PLAYS

Plays o�en have a natural order or sequence in which theyʼre evoked, building on one another
to achieve your playbook's learning objective.

Plays are sequenced as in the starred locations on the Playbook Canvas.

Tips & Tricks

● Create a legend. Is the play a facilitation guide? A small lesson or resource bundle? Feel
free to create your own play types!

● Create a legend or color-coding system to visualize the format of the plays.
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● Sequence the plays in rough order. Remember: playbooks arenʼt curriculum! You
might want to call out more evergreen plays over plays only invoked in certain
circumstances.

● The sequence doesnʼt have to be linear. It could be a loop within an immersive
learning challenge, for example. Itʼs important to remember: different teams and
learners might take different paths through the playbook!

● Show how the play maps onto the team experience and the 6-week challenge: during,
before, and a�er. Are there plays that make sense in intake (a questionnaire, for
example)? Are there plays that happen a�er a team exits its challenge?
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